
FIBERTOWN Data Centers and Disaster
Recovery Offices announce significant
Houston expansion
FIBERTOWN Data Centers and Disaster Recovery Offices are expanding colocation and disaster
recovery options in the Houston, Texas marketplace

HOUSTON, TEXAS, USA, January 9, 2019 /EINPresswire.com/ -- FIBERTOWN Data Centers and
Disaster Recovery Offices are expanding their Houston footprint with additional data halls at
their north Houston location. “Since opening the Houston market in 2011, FIBERTOWN has
steadily grown, adding clients across several industries,” says FIBERTOWN Vice President of
Operations Joe Langston. “We’re continuing to invest in Houston, where there are unique needs
for colocation and business continuity facilities. The timing could not be better to add several,
new, mission-critical clients.”

FIBERTOWN serves clients of all sizes from many industries, including energy, finance, retail,
healthcare, education, government, and others. By focusing on mission-critical companies where
reliability is essential, FIBERTOWN delivers a product that provides confidence and peace-of-
mind to those responsible for data and operations. 

According to FIBERTOWN CFO Nancy Finney, “Our north Houston data center has seen steady
growth as more companies realize the safety and convenience of colocation. With a direct fiber
link to the Bryan data center and business continuity offices, many Houston clients enjoy the
convenience of our north Houston data center combined with the security of our Bryan
facilities.”

In addition to providing colocation services with a 100% SLA uptime guarantee, FIBERTOWN also
furnishes secure, dedicated disaster recovery office space on the Bryan data center campus,
allowing clients to reposition essential personnel out of harm’s way to continue critical and
secondary operations. 

Dual, 24/7/365 Network Operations Centers (NOCs) supporting FIBERTOWN’s SSAE18 SOC 1 Type
2 compliant data centers offer companies carrier neutral, fault-tolerant technology and
amenities for colocation, control center and business continuity needs.

About FIBERTOWN

FIBERTOWN is a trusted leader in colocation data centers, disaster recovery, and business
continuity office space. Texas owned and operated since 1997, FIBERTOWN maintains data
centers with concurrent and redundant power, cooling and connectivity, as well as disaster
recovery offices and SCADA control centers, in north Houston and Bryan, Texas.

Learn more about FIBERTOWN at fibertown.com. For further information, or to set up a tour or
interview, contact Sam White, director of marketing and communications, at 979-393-9879.
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